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Sixty years after its establishment in 1948, Israel boasts a 

Installation view of ART TLV 08, Helena Rubinstein Pavilion, Tel Aviv. Courtesy ART TLV, Tel Aviv.

provocative British artist Sarah Lucas and 
former Turner Prize-nominee Mark Titchner. 

The same week in Jerusalem, the fifth 
installment of the government-funded large-
scale exhibition Art Focus, “Can Art Do More?” 
(9/23-10/23)—inspired by French filmmaker 
Jean-Luc Godard’s famous statement, “What 
does art want? Everything. What can art do? 
Nothing. What does art do? Something.”—
was curated by Ami Barak and Bernard 
Blistene and examined art’s socio-political 
role in Israel. Taking place at the Talpiot Beit 
Benit Congress Center, the exhibition tied in 
with national anniversary celebrations and 
consisted of 66 international artists including 
Indian conceptual sculptor Subodh Gupta 
(SEE ALMANAC 1, 3 & AAP 41, 48) and Israel-born, Berlin-
based filmmaker Keren Cytter, whose Der 
Spiegel (The Mirror) (2007) fuses an array of 
deconstructed narratives about friends and 

world-class software and pharmaceutical 
industries. The democratic nation, isolated by 
its contentious and often violent relationship 
with its neighbors, has built a sophisticated 
arts infrastructure that receives heavy subsidies 
from the government and private patrons in 
Israel and overseas. State-sponsored museums 
are plentiful throughout Israel but the main 
contemporary-arts center is Tel Aviv, home to 
blue-chip galleries and cutting-edge artists.

High points in 2008 were the launch of 
Art TLV (SEE AAP 61), Tel Aviv’s first international 
contemporary art festival, and the much-
anticipated return of Jerusalem’s contemporary 
art mega-exhibition Art Focus (SEE ART FESTIVALS). 
These events were complemented by a nation-
wide museum collaboration celebrating 60 years 
of Israeli art and a full schedule of exhibitions 
in galleries and alternative art spaces.

The inaugural Art TLV (9/27-10/18) 
was launched by a commercially-minded 
group comprised of the owners of Dvir and 
Sommer galleries, the auction house Sotheby’s 
Israel and the New York-based Israeli art 
organization, artis, with the aim of promoting 
Tel Aviv’s art scene to the international art 
market. The festival’s primary component was 
the thematic exhibition “Open Plan Living,” 
which addressed the city’s modernist heritage, 
on view in the Tel Aviv Museum of Art’s 
branch dedicated to contemporary art, the 
Helena Rubinstein Pavilion, and the adjacent 
Yaacob Gardens. Curated by Andrew Renton, 
head of the curatorial studies department at 
London’s Goldsmiths college, the show brought 
together leading international names such as 
Berlin-based Israeli video artist Yael Bartana, 

BOAZ ARAD, Untitled, 2008, oil on canvas, 50 x 50 cm. 
Courtesy Rosenfeld Gallery, Tel Aviv.
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yOsef ZARitsKy, Yehiam, 1951. Courtesy MoA, Ein Harod.

family members into a documentary-style video. 
Also of note was the inclusion of prominent 
Israeli filmmaker Uri Zohar’s pioneering film, 
A Hole in the Moon (1964), about early Jewish 
settlers from Eastern Europe and North Africa. 
The exhibition failed to include any Palestinian 
artists despite its international and political 
bent. In the published curators’ text, Blistène 
bemoans that all of the invited Palestinian 
artists—unnamed—refused to participate. 

Organized by the 60’s Headquarters, an 
office linking the Ministry of Science, Culture 
and Sport, the Cultural Administration and 
the Department of Museums, nation-wide 
celebrations of Israel’s anniversary included 
“Six Decades, Six Museums,” for which six 
public art museums collaborated to survey 
defining trends in Israeli art in each decade 
from the 1940s to the present.  

Starting with the Museum of Art, Ein 
Harod, built in the 1930s in the northeastern 
Jezreel Valley, “The First Decade: Hegemony 
and Plurality” (8/2-12/28) examined the many 
strains of art in the 1948-58 period, including 
the Israeli modernist collective New Horizons, 
founded in 1948 by painter Yosef Zaritsky with 
Marcel Janco, Arieh Aroch and Moshe Castel. 
The upheaval of modernist values in the 1960s, 
led by artist Raffi Lavie’s American Pop art-
influenced 10+ group, was the subject of “The 
Birth of ’Now:’ Art in Israel in the 1960s,” 
(7/26-12/15) at the Ashod Museum of Art’s 
Monart Center. Prominent Israeli art historian 
Mordechai Omer traced the beginnings of post-
modernism in Israel in the Tel Aviv Museum 
of Art’s “My Own Body: Art in Israel in the 
1970s” (7/31-9/13). The Haifa Museum of Art’s 

“Check-Post: Art in Israel in the 1980s” (7/12-
12/28), organized in-house by curator Ilana 
Tenebaum, concentrated on artists who came 
of age in the late 1970s and mid-1980s, such as 
photographer Barry Frydlender and political 
filmmaker Amos Gitai. Artist-curator Doron 
Rabina’s “Eventually We’ll Die: Young Art in 
Israel of the 1990s” (5/3-8/9), at the Herzliya 
Museum of Contemporary Art, offered a 
political view on the violence that has plagued 
Israel, with works by artists such as Israel’s 
representative at the 2007 Venice Biennale, 
Yehudit Sasportas (SEE AAP 53), and video artist 
Guy Ben-Ner (SEE AAP 49, 51, 61). Rounding out the 
six-part project, Jerusalem’s Israel Museum 
hosted “Real Time: Art in Israel 1998-2008” 
(4/29-8/15), organized by the museum’s curator 
of Israeli art, Amitai Mendelsohn, and guest 
curator Natan Efrat, with contributions from 
video artist Yael Bartana, photographer Adi Nes 
and Israeli-Arab artist Sharif Waked, known for 
satirical videos that explore Arab masculinity. 

On the commercial front, Tel Aviv’s blue-
chip galleries were emboldened by the festival 
atmosphere and the attention from Art TLV 
to showcase their top artists in concurrent 
exhibitions. Israel’s leading contemporary 
art gallery, Sommer Contemporary, hosted 
satirical videomaker Doron Solomons  (2/14-
3/21) and German installation artist and Art 
TLV participant Thomas Zipp (9/5-10/18). 
Noga Gallery presented Tel Aviv-born Ori 
Gersht’s recent series of films and photographs 
depicting classical still-lifes—lifted from Dutch 
and French paintings—in mid-explosion (9/4-
10/24). Rosenfeld Gallery mounted Boaz Arad’s 
sculptures and paintings of famous individuals’ 
faces subtly transposed onto modernist-
style backdrops (9/11-10/25). Dvir Gallery 
focused on political matters with a mid-career 

retrospective of photographer Pavel Wolberg 
(2/21-3/29), with 100 unflinching portrayals of 
the social disparities in Israel.

Chelouche Gallery, known for political art, 
exhibited Gideon Gechtman’s full-scale models 
of the crude Qassam rockets produced by Hamas 
militants to bombard Israeli border towns (9/18-
11/1). Only weeks after the completion of his 
exhibition, Gechtman, who was born in 1942 in 
Alexandria, Egypt, died of heart failure (11/27). 
Gechtman represented Israel at the 2001 Venice 
Biennale and frequently addressed themes of 
death in his work, as in his 2002 installation 
Yotam, a reconstructed hospital environment 
named after his dead son. 

The ranks of Tel Aviv’s big-name galleries 
are growing. Alon Segev Gallery, which is 
moving to a new location in the city in late 2008, 
hosted a solo show by young artist Gideon Rubin 
of faceless family portraits, “Family Album” 
(9/2-10/3). Another gallery in transition, Julie 
M, which is preparing to launch a second gallery 
space in Toronto, Canada, mounted young artist 
Shai Kremer’s photographs of bombed-out 
Syrian mosques in the Golan Heights (9/18-
10/31). Dollinger Projects focuses on emerging 
artists and invited young Israeli curator Liav 

giDeOn gecHtmAn, Launching Apparatus, 2008, painted Qassam missiles, launchers, aluminum casing, iron, wood, dimensions 
variable. Installation view at Chelouche Gallery, Tel Aviv. Photo by Lior Chervinsky. Courtesy Chelouche Gallery, Tel Aviv.
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Rivka Saker
is a co-founder of Art TLV, an international art initiative that debuted in Tel 
Aviv in 2008, and created the nonprofit Artis – Contemporary Israeli Art 
Fund in 2004 to promote and support Israeli contemporary art projects in 
the US, Europe and Israel. Saker founded Sotheby’s Israel in 1984, where she 
is currently chairwoman, and is a senior director of Sotheby’s Europe. She 
is a trustee and board member of numerous institutions in Israel including 
the Tel Aviv Museum of Art and the Center for Contemporary Art.

I start this piece with a debate between two great Israeli 
philosophers, Avi Ravitsky and Yeshiyahu Leibowitz, about 
intellectuals and artists in our society:

“An intellectual is defined as such not because of his 
profession or the functions he fulfills in society, but because 
of his special virtue to think about the same things other 
people know. This process of thinking and dealing with the 
known but showing us new options of interpretation—albeit 
sometimes utopian—gives society an alternative to the 
reality we live in. Intellectuals and artists have the social and 
political responsibility to act towards change and progress.”

Unfortunately, most of today’s politicians lack these virtues.  
But artists’ special observations, identifications with injustice and 
cries for needed change are what led me in 2004 to found Artis – 
Contemporary Israeli Art Fund. In an age of war, human rights abuses  
and environmental disasters, artists encourage us to think 
differently, acknowledge important issues and engage in collective 
dialogue. Israeli art today expresses our society’s openness, our 
courage to face self-criticism and the power of freedom of expression. 

Artis is a nonprofit organization that supports and promotes  
Israeli contemporary art internationally. Based in Tel Aviv and New 
York, Artis aims to further Israel’s cultural development by providing  
a portal to the best exhibitions, performances, projects and events  
by Israeli artists living and working anywhere in the world. With  
the financial and organizational help of Artis, three Israeli artists held 
the first Israeli solo shows at New York’s Museum of Modern  
Art and PS1 Contemporary Art Center in the past two years: Barry 
Frydlender (May 2007), Sigalit Landau (March 2008) and Yael  
Bartana (October 2008). 

September 2008 saw another benchmark with the inauguration  
of Art TLV ’08 in Tel Aviv (SEE ISRAEL, ART FESTIVALS & AAP 61). Founded by 
Irit Fine Sommer, Shifra Shalit Interator, Yehudit Shapira Haviv and 
myself, this event launches a tradition that not only  
reveals artistic junctions between East and West, but encourages 
artistic experiments to initiate exchange between local and 
international communities. Art TLV ’09 will be timed to coincide  
with biennials in Istanbul and Athens, establishing a powerful draw  
for art lovers to travel to this part of the world.

Israeli art has only recently been met with international approval 
and interest. Over the course of its 60-year history, Israel has emerged 
as an artistic platform in one of the world’s most highly contested 
crossroads, and has positioned its contemporary art to examine 
boundaries of place, self and time. Reflecting the country’s melting pot 
of religion, culture and identity, Israeli art has moved away from its 
founding Zionist and European homogeneous roots towards a narrative 
that in fact celebrates difference and diversity within its own borders.

influence: TOdAY & TOMORROW

Courtesy Rivka Saker
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Mizrachi to show German and Israeli artists in 
“Movement In Flexibility” (7/30-9/5) and later 
took part in Berlin’s new fringe art fair, Preview 
Berlin (10/30-11/2).   

Israel also boasts a strong community 
of nonprofit spaces. Tel Aviv’s Center for 
Contemporary Art (CCA), run by Sergio 
Edelzstein and Diana Shoef, maintains an 
independent curatorial program devoted to 
new-media art. This year CCA mounted a major 
solo exhibition by globe-trotting Yael Bartana, 
“Short Memory” (4/10-6/12), that included her 
new video Mary Koszmary (2007), showing 
the left-wing Polish literary critic Slawomir 
Sierakowski standing in an empty Warsaw 
stadium proposing that Poland invite Jews back 
to the country. CCA followed up with a touring 
group show, “From and About Place: Art from 
Los Angeles” (9/18-11/18), guest-curated by Los 
Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art curator 
Alma Ruiz, and capped the year with its fourth 
annual video festival Videozone (11/25-12/1).

Departing from the mainstream Israeli 
art scene are independent organizations such 
as the Museum on the Seam in Jerusalem 
and the Israeli Center for Digital Art in the 
industrial town of Holon. The Museum on the 
Seam’s group show “HeartQuake” (7/18-12/28) 
examined the strained relationship between 
society and the environment and featured 
Armenian Vahram Aghasyan’s photographs 
of the earthquake-devastated city of Gyumri 
and Chile-born artist Alfredo Jaar’s silent film, 
Epilogue (2008), depicting the atrocities of the 
1990s genocide in Rwanda. The Israeli Center 
for Digital Art presented “Twisted Reality” 
(4/24-6/28), in which Palestinian artist Shadi 
Habib Allah’s film On-going Tale (2007) was 
featured alongside Cao Fei’s video of China 
Tracy, Cao’s Second-Life avatar, navigating a 
virtual city-state, part of the artist’s ongoing 
project RMB City (2007- , SEE AAP 57, 61).  

The Arab-Israeli community—who 
hold Israeli citizenship but whose political 
and cultural sentiments lean towards the 
Palestinians, and who largely exhibit with 

their peers in Palestine, the Arab world and 
internationally—broke ground for the first 
time at Israel’s LA Mayer Museum for Islamic 
Art in Jerusalem. “Correspondence: 13 Arabic 
Artists Investigating Reality” (8/1-1/31/09), with 
black-and-white landscape photographs by 
London-based Walid Abu-Shakra, childhood-
themed paintings by Asad Azi and others, was 
the first group exhibition of local Arab artists 
at an Israeli museum. The show’s curator, artist 
Farid Abu Shakra, is brother of Said Abu Shakra, 
a gallery owner in the northern city of Umm 
el-Fahim who is working to build Israel’s first 
museum dedicated to Arab contemporary art. 

Internationally, the 2008 festivities 
extended to museums devoted to Jewish 
culture and heritage. In Europe, the Jewish 

KeRen cytteR, video still of Der Spiegel, 2007, video, 4 min 50 sec. Courtesy ArtFocus 5, Jerusalem.

museums
HAifA museum Of ARt
26 SHABBETAI LEVI ST., HAIFA
tel +972 4 852 3255
CUARTOR@HMA.ORG.IL
WWW.HAIFAMUSEUMS.ORG

HeRZliyA museum
Of cOntempORARy ARt
4 HABANIM STREET
HERzILIYA 46379
tel +972 9 955 1011  
fAX +972 9 950 0043
INFO@HERzLIYAMUSEUM.CO.IL 
WWW.HERzLILYA.CO.IL

isRAel museum
P.O. BOx 71117
JERUSALEM 91710
tel +972 2 670 8811  
fAX +972 2 677 1332
WWW.IMJ.ORG.IL

l.A. mAyeR museum fOR 
islAmic ARt
2, HAPALMACH ST., P.O. BOx 4088, 
JERUSALEM, 91040
tel +972 2 566 1291
fAX +972 2 561 9802
ISLAMART@NETVISION.NET.IL
WWW.ISLAMICART.CO.IL 

museum Of ARt, ein HAROD
EIN HAROd, 18965 
tel +972 4 648 5701
fAX +972 4 648 6306
MUSEUM@EINHAROdM.CO.IL
WWW.MUSEUMEINHAROd.ORG.IL

museum On tHe seAm
4 CHEL HANdASA ST.
P.O. BOx 1649
JERUSALEM, 91016
tel +972 2 628 1278
fAX +972 2 627 7061
OFFICE@COExISTENCE.ART.
MUSEUM
WWW.MOTS.ORG.IL

tel AViV museum  
Of ARt
27 SHAUL HAMELECH BLVd.
TEL AVIV 64329
tel +972 3 607 7020    
fAX +972 3 695 8099
WWW.TAMUSEUM.COM
 
galleries
AlOn segeV gAlleRy
23 SHAUL, HAMELECH BLVd.
TEL AVIV 64367
tel +972 3 609 0769  
fAX +972 3 695 0703
INFO@ALONSEGEV.COM
WWW.ALONSEGEVGALLERY.COM

cHelOucHe gAlleRy
5 CHISSIN ST., TEL AVIV 64284
tel +972 3 528 9713   
fAX +972 3 528 7418
NIRAI@INTER.NET.IL
WWW.CHELOUCHEGALLERY.COM

DOllingeR ARt pROject
15, Y.L. PERETS, TEL AVIV 66853 
tel/fAX  +972 3 527 6994
INFO@dOLLINGERARTPROJECT.COM
WWW.dOLLINGERARTPROJECT.
COM

DViR gAlleRy
11 NAHUM ST., TEL AVIV 63503
tel +972 3 604 3003  
fAX +972 3 544 4893
INFO@dVIRGALLERY.COM
WWW.dVIRGALLERY.COM
 
giVOn ARt gAlleRy
35 GORdON STREET
TEL AVIV 63414
tel +972 3 522 5427   
fAX +972 3 523 2310
INFO@GIVONARTGALLERY.COM
WWW.GIVONARTGALLERY.COM

gORDOn gAlleRy
95 BEN YEHUdA STREET
TEL AVIV 63401
tel +972 3 524 0323   

fAX +972 3 524 0935
GORdONGL@NETVISION.NET.IL
WWW.GORdONGALLERY.CO.IL

julie m. gAlleRy
10 BEzALEL YAFE  
STREET., TEL AVIV
tel +972 3 560 7005 
fAX +972 3 5607008
JULIEMGALLERY@BEzEQINT.NET 
WWW.JULIEM.COM

nOgA gAlleRy
60 EHAd HA’AM STREET
TEL AVIV 65202
tel +972 3 566 0123   
fAX +972 3 560 7186
NOGAART@zAHAV.NET.IL
WWW.NOGAGALLERY.CO.IL

sOmmeR  
cOntempORARy ARt
13 ROTHSCHILd BLVd.
TEL AVIV 66881
tel +972 3 516 6400  
fAX +972 3 516 8677
MAIL@SOMMERGALLERY.COM
WWW.SOMMERGALLERY.COM

alternative spaces
By ARt pROjects
12B HASHARON STREET
TEL AVIV
tel +972 3 566 6162  
fAX +972 3 566 6163
BYART@BYARTPROJECTS.COM
WWW.BYARTPROJECTS.COM

centeR fOR  
cOntempORARy ARt  
AT THE RACHEL & ISRAEL 
POLLAK GALLERY
TEACHER’S COLLEGE OF 
TECHNOLOGY, 5 KALISHER ST., 
P.O.BOx 29818 TEL AVIV 6129
tel +972 3 510 6111
fAX +972 3 510 6112
INFO@CCA.ORG.IL
WWW.CCA.ORG.IL

isRAeli centeR  
fOR DigitAl ARt
16TH YIRMIYAHU STREET
HOLON 58373
tel +972 3 556 8792  
fAX +972 3 558 0003
INFO@dIGITALARTLAB.ORG.IL
WWW.dIGITALARTLAB.ORG.IL

OrganizatiOns
ARtis - cOntempORARy isRAeli 
ARt funD
INFO@ARTISRAEL.ORG
WWW.ARTISRAEL.ORG

ministRy Of science, cultuRe 
AnD spORts
HACKERYAH EAST, BUILdING C
PO BOx 49100
JERUSALEM, 91490
tel +972 2 541 1110
TALG@MOST.GOV.IL
WWW.MOST.GOV.IL
 
art Festivals
ARt tlV
tel +972 3 751 1883
fAX +972 3 751 122
INFO@ARTTLV.COM
WWW.ARTTLV.COM

schOOls
BeZAlel AcADemy 
Of ARt & Design
MOUNT SCOPUS,  
P.O. BOx 24046
JERUSALEM 91240
tel +972 2 589 3333  
fAX +972 2 582 3094
MAIL@BEzALEL.AC.IL
WWW.BEzALEL.AC.IL

HAmiDRAsHA scHOOl  
Of ARt – Beit BeRl cOllege
dOAR BEIT BERL 44905
tel +972 2 747 6333  
fAX +972 9 745 4104
WWW.BEITBERL.AC.IL

History Museum in Amsterdam organized 
“Art of the State: Contemporary Photography 
and Video Art from Israel” (6/27-11/30). In 
Frankfurt, the Jewish Museum surveyed Israeli 
contemporary art in a two-part show, “Access 
to Israel 1 & 2” (5/14-8/30 and 9/12-11/16). In 
the US, the Katzen Museum in Washington, DC, 
mounted the group show “Personal Landscapes: 
Contemporary Art from Israel” (4/1-5/18). 

2008 was also a significant year 
internationally for artists Guy Ben-Ner, Sigalit 
Landau and Yael Bartana. Ben-Ner had a solo 
show at New York’s Postmasters Gallery (1/5-
2/16) and was also commissioned to make a 
new work for the Liverpool Biennial (9/10-
11/30, SEE ART FESTIVALS), for which he used a fox 
and a crow trained for Hollywood films to 
make a video riffing on the Aesop fable about 
how to outwit others through flattery, as well 
as Samuel Beckett’s classic existentialist play, 
Waiting for Godot. At New York’s Museum of 
Modern Art, media curator Klaus Biesenbach 
presented Landau’s barbed-wire sculptures 
coated in Dead Sea salt alongside video works 
(3/19-7/28) and then brought more Israeli 
video to MoMA-affiliate PS 1 Contemporary 
Art Center with the first US survey of work by 
Bartana (10/19-1/9/09).  

In 2009, watch for the second edition 
of Herzliya Contemporary Art Biennale. 
Internationally, Israel will return to the Venice 
Biennale and Art TLV has teamed up with next 
year’s Istanbul Biennial and Athens Biennale to 
form the coordinated Istanbul-Athens-Tel Aviv 
– Triangle Arts TLV.  sR
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